
1 I CHECKING COMPREHENSION

i
Read; the, following sentences and circle the letter of the word that best fills each blank.

At the beginning of the video, Tory said that 1 had done something great for the white race.
Her views changed after she met a survivor of 2 . The Armenian and Hispanic high school
students did not get along because 3 . After spending time with each other, the Armenian
and Hispanic students learned that 4 . Later, another group of teens learned about Bill
Clayton, a bisexual student who was assaulted and later 5 . The police officer who showed
the teens around a San Francisco neighborhood revealed that he 6 . Eleven teenagers from
Georgia were chosen to participate in o 7 . Many of the teens were brought closer together
when they took port in a 8 .
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1. A. Abraham Lincoln
B. Adolf Hitler

C. Martin Luther King, Jr.
D. Franklin Roosevelt

2. A. a robbery
B. a gang war
C. the Civil Rights Movement
D. the Holocaust

3. A. they did know each other
B. the Armenians frequently protested at school
C. a few Hispanics assaulted an Armenian student
D. a Hispanic student was killed by the Armenians

4. A. they didn't have much in common
B. they didn't get along
C. they had more in common than they thought
D. they were better off living separate lives

5. A. committed suicide

B. was murdered

C. killed his attackers
D. became paralyzed

6. A. committed a hate crime

B. was gay
C. had his own prejudices
D. hod a tattoo

7. A. reenacted hate crime

B. funeral

C. autopsy
D. weekend retreat

8. A. bike race

B. climbing exercise
C. boating trip
D. marathon
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CHECKING COMPREHENSION

Read the following sentences and circle the letter of the word that best fills each blank.

At the beginning of the video, Tory said that 1 had done something great for the white race.
Her views changed after she met a survivor of 2 . The Armenian and Hispanic high school
students did not get along because 3 . After spending time with each other, the Armenian
and Hispanic students learned that 4 . Later, another group of teens learned about Bill
Clayton, a bisexual student who was assaulted and later 5 . The police officer who showed
the teens around a San Francisco neighborhood revealed that he 6 . Eleven teenagers from
Georgia were chosen to participate in a 7 . Many of the teens were brought closer together
when they took part in a 8 .

1. A. Abraham Lincoln

Adolf Hitler
C. Martin Luther King, Jr.
D. Franklin Roosevelt

2. A. a robbery
B. a gang war
C. the Civil Rights Movement

(5) the Holocaust

3. (2) they did know each other
B. the Armenians frequently protested at school
C. a few Hisponics assaulted an Armenian student
D. a Hispanic student was killed by the Armenians

4. A. they didn't have much in common
B. they didn't get along

they had more in common than they thought
D. they were better off living separate lives

5. (a) committed suicide
B. was murdered

C. killed his attackers

D. became paralyzed

6. A. committed a hate crime

(B)was gay
C. had his own prejudices
D. hod a tattoo

7. A. reenacted hate crime

B. funeral

C. autopsy
(^weekend retreat

8. A. bike race

(^climbing exercise
C. boating trip
D. marathon
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